HEBACO bv
Earth moving equipment
Hebaco is specialized in developing and producing earth moving equipment like excavator
buckets, quick couplers, worn parts, bucket teeth and demolition tools.
We have the biggest stock in Western Europe (more than 1000 pieces!) of standard
equipment (for excavators from 800kg to 50 tonnes). For heavier machines or unique, tailormade products, we produce everything according to specific requirements of our customers.
All our excavator buckets are available
TWIN/biconnect suspension.

in a reinforced version, with standard or

Always more than 1000 pieces in stock!
Excavator buckets
Ditch cleaning buckets
-

Perfect for cleaning wide trenches, loading materials,
excavation of slopes, levelling surfaces, etc.
For machines as of 4 tonnes wear strips are
standard included

Digging buckets
-

Available with and without teeth
Reinforced version available
For machines as of 4 tonnes wear strips are
standard included

Skeleton buckets/ riddle buckets
-

Well suited for loading, sorting and demolition
Reinforced version also available

Cable buckets/ small buckets
For digging with a minimal width, for example for cables

Ditch buckets
Perfect for cleaning out ditches, drainage canals, mucking
ponds and lakes as well as levelling activities given the
large width

Trapezoidal buckets
Ideal for the construction and cleaning of canals/
excavation work

TILT buckets

-

Perfect for finishing an embankment under an angle
(tilts at 45 degrees each way)
Machines of >6 tonnes are standard equipped with 2
cylinders

Rippers
-

Perfect for the heavier breaking activities
With interchangeable tooth
Thick HB400 layer on the front and both sides (for
machines of >10 tonnes)
For excavators of <8 tonnes we also have rippers
that are serrated at the front

Compaction wheels
-

-

Extremely suited to compact the ground (compacting
with a compaction wheel generates more MPa vs.
compacting with vibration)
Purely mechanic attachment
Central suspension
Greasable SKF bearings
CW headplates included as standard
Other suspensions can be mounted easily thanks to
the clever bolt construction

Pallet frames
-

CW05: lifting capacity of 2 tonnes, FEM 2 frame of
1000mm
CW10: lifting capacity of 2 tonnes, FEM 2 frame of
1200mm
CW40: lifting capacity of 3 tonnes (can be upgraded
to 4 tonnes), FEM 3 frame of 1400mm
Available with standard and TWIN (biconnect)
suspension
Positioned in a 90-degree angle which is ideal for a
rotator

Rake buckets

Specifically designed for landscape work such as
-

Constructing and cultivating parks and lawns
Extracting roots
Collecting pruning
Distributing compost and manure
…

Telehandler and wheelloader buckets

-

Always made to measure
All coupling systems are possible: Volvo, Fusion,
S2000, …
Can be fully produced in Hardox if desired
We produce both fixed wheelloader buckets and high
tip buckets

Accessories
Bucket teeth
-

Teeth and adapters for all brands and types
Can be screwed or welded
Both chisel and rock version available

Arrow knifes (500HB)
Bucket edges (500HB)
Attachment plates (450HB)

Custom products

We produce anything along the technical specifications of
the customer
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